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Red is a male domestic short haired cat. He 

was presented to us by his rescuer due to 

really severe wounds on his front leg. These 

were so bad that his rescuer thought that he 

would probably need to be euthanised. We 

assured her that we could heal Red’s nasty 

abscess and treatment was begun.  

As the degree of involvement of the infection 

was indeed very severe we tested Red for 

Feline Immunodeficiency Virus which causes 

Feline AIDS. Unfortunately the test was 

positive. Like the human form, this virus 

attacks the immune system making the cat 

more susceptible to infections and less able to 

fight disease. However this doesn’t mean they 

cannot go on to lead full lives.  

With ongoing care, medications, regular 

bandage changes and lots of love from his 

new family, Red’s leg has healed, he has 

gained weight and looks wonderful.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the name suggests, the Maine Coon 

cat originated in the state of Maine in the 

USA. In the 1850’s long haired cats were 

brought back on ships to the Maine area 

and mated with short haired local cats. The 

offspring of these were large cats with long 

brushy tails, like a raccoon’s, and so the 

name Maine Coon came about.  

Maine has harsh winters and so the Maine 

Coon developed a thick, luscious coat to 

protect itself. This was very important as 

they were mainly used to catch mice on 

ships and farms before they became very 

popular as family pets. Their coat does 

require grooming to stop it from becoming 

matted.  

They are very large cats, up to 8.5kg and 

1m long, which come in approximately 75 

different colours and patterns. They are 

very friendly and intelligent cats.  

Due to their large size they are prone to 

joint disease and heart disease so high 

quality nutrition is a must and if you are 

thinking of getting a Maine Coon these are 

good things to ask the breeder about.  
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Opening Hours 

Monday to Friday 
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Joke of the Month 

Q. What do you call a 

Maine Coon? 

 

 

 

 

A. A Meow-sive cat!!! 
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Exercising Your Pet 

Taking your pet out for a walk has many benefits. Increased activity improves mobility, 

decreases weight gain and increases mental stimulation to name a few! It’s also a great 

chance for you to get out and about. There are a few things to keep in mind though before 

embarking on long walks with your pet.  

Preventative health care- It’s important to keep up to date with vaccinations, worming and 

flea treatments as other dogs are likely to walk where you do and we want to keep your pet 

as safe and healthy as possible.  

Age- Puppies are still developing so long walks are not safe and can cause damage to the 

joints leading to early arthritis. A good rule to work off is 5 minutes of structured exercise 

per month of age, twice daily. For example a 15 minute walk around the block twice daily 

for a 3 month old puppy.  

Temperature- Not all dogs cope well with temperature extremes. Hot paths can damage 

their pads and overheating occurs easily as dogs cannot sweat like we do and rely on 

panting to cool themselves. Before you go for a walk feel the ground with your hand. If you 

can’t leave your hand on the ground it is too hot for your dog to walk on. Long walks on 

paved footpaths if they are not used to it can also cause damage to the pads. 

Restraint- Ensure that you have a secure harness/ collar/ halti to walk your pet on that is 

the right size and a secure lead. Retractable leads can easily cause problems as the locks 

do not always work and the thin cord can wrap around legs causing injury. Chain leads can 

be hard to hold onto, hurt your hands and heat up in the sun.  

                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                             

Gastrointestinal Troubles 
Vomiting and diarrhoea are not fun to talk about and definitely not fun for our pets to have 

and can be quite serious! They are common problems that we regularly see in the clinic. 

One of the most common reasons why your pet may have a gastrointestinal upset is when 

they have eaten something that they shouldn’t have. You may have given them a new treat 

that didn’t agree with them, they gobbled up something on a walk before you could stop 

them or it may be something they found in the garden and you didn’t even know they ate 

it. Other causes include pancreatitis, intestinal blockages, worms and infections which can 

be very serious.  

You should always contact the clinic for advice any time that:  

 Your pet is off their food  

 Your pet is lethargic  

 You think your pet may have eaten something dangerous such as a toxin or a toy 

 Your pet vomits more than once 

 Your pet is losing weight and shouldn’t be  

 There is blood in the vomit or diarrhoea 

 The problem lasts for longer than 24 hours 

 Your pet is a puppy or kitten  

Remember that we are always only a phone call away. Please contact us on (03) 53811996 

if you have any concerns about your pet.  
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What’s New 

This month we are 

starting a new injectable 

heartworm prevention 

program targeting 

puppies. Heartworm 

prevention is something 

we all need to be thinking 

about as cases of 

heartworm infection have 

been found as close as 

Warrnambool and the 

mosquito carrier is the 

same as the one that 

carries Ross River Fever so 

we already have that 

here. It only takes one 

bite for your pet to 

become infected! 

 


